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Cochlear implant (CI) overall provides a very good outcome, but speech comprehension
outcome in the elderly is more variable. Several clinical factors play an important role.
The management of residual hearing, the presence of comorbidities, and especially
the progression of cognitive decline seem to be the clinical parameters that strongly
determine the outcome of cochlear implantation and need to be discussed prospectively
in the consultation process with the elderly hearing impaired. In the context of this
review article, strategies for dealing with these will be discussed. Timely cochlear
implantation should already be considered by hearing aid acousticians or practicing
otolaryngologists and communicated or initiated with the patient. This requires intensive
cooperation between hearing aid acousticians and experts in the clinic. In addition,
residual hearing and comorbidities in the elderly need to be considered to make
realistic predictions about speech comprehension with CI. Long-term aftercare and its
different implementations should be discussed preoperatively, so that the elderly person
with hearing impairments feels well taken care of together with his or her relatives.
Elderly patients with hearing impairments benefit most from a CI in terms of speech
comprehension if there is a large cochlear coverage (electrical or acoustic electrical) and
the therapy is not hampered by comorbidities, especially cognitive decline.
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INTRODUCTION

The World Report on Hearing determines in the foreword: “Over 1.5 billion people currently
experience some degree of hearing loss, which could grow to 2.5 billion by 2050” (World Health
Organization). European epidemiological studies have shown that approximately 30% of men and
20% of women have a hearing loss (HL) of at least 30 dB at the age of 70 years. At the age of
80 years, the number of persons with HL further increases to about 55% of men and 45% of
women (Roth et al., 2011). It has also been found that the prevalence of comorbidities, e.g., visual
impairment, mobility impairment, cognitive impairment, and mental health problems, is higher in
people with HL (Besser et al., 2018). Thus, the authors of the Global Burden of Disease Study (GBD,
2016) call for more research investigating a proprietary approach between hearing impairment
and comorbidities.

Most cases of HL are sensorineural in origin. For those affected, there is the option
of amplifying sound using hearing aids and delivering it to the dysfunctional hair cells or
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replacing it electrically through direct stimulation using a
cochlear implant (CI).

Even at the age over 65 years, which the United Nations defines
as the age of onset for elders (United Nations, 2019), CI is still
safe and effective, as shown in the literature review by Cosetti and
Lalwani (2014). Similarly, cochlear implants can be successfully
implanted and used in patients older than 80 years (Williamson
et al., 2009; Lenarz et al., 2012).

The variability of patients’ postoperative speech
understanding outcomes demonstrates that individual factors
determine the degree of benefit from CIs. In this regard, duration
of hearing loss, extent of residual hearing, age at onset of
deafness, etiology of hearing loss, cognitive decline or other
additional disabilities, anatomic cochlear conditions, insertion of
electrode array, and number of active electrodes, among others,
play a critical role in postoperative speech comprehension with
CI (Smulders et al., 2017).

Therefore, it is necessary to address CI and its associated
follow-up in the elderly based on the current state of the art.
This review article describes the challenges and opportunities in
individualized hearing rehabilitation in the elderly with hearing
impairment, especially with the clinical perspective of dealing
with residual cochlear hearing, the presence of comorbidities, and
cognitive decline, as dealing with these factors in the elderly with
hearing impairment differs in part from dealing with younger
hearing impaired, obviously strongly influencing reintegration
into social life.

In the following paragraphs, the scientific status of residual
hearing, comorbidities, and cognitive decline will be presented,
and then, strategies for individual rehabilitation are derived
in the discussion.

LOW-FREQUENCY RESIDUAL HEARING
IN THE ELDERLY AND COCHLEAR
IMPLANT

The typical audiological picture of a presbyacusis is the loss
of hearing in the high frequencies. A progressing presbyacusis
commonly goes along with an increasing high-frequency loss.
Patients with high-frequency deafness and residual hearing in
the low frequencies under 500 Hz also benefit from CI (James
et al., 2005). Specifically, these patients benefit from electric
acoustic stimulation (EAS) or, as a synonym, hybrid systems
(Büchner et al., 2017). The EAS consists of a speech processor
that combines low-frequency acoustic amplification and high-
frequency electrical stimulation (Jurawitz et al., 2014). The risk
of preservation of the hearing depends significantly on the
selected electrode or electrode length (Jurawitz et al., 2014; Lenarz
et al., 2019; Iso-Mustajärvi et al., 2020). Longer electrodes are
associated with poorer hearing preservation. Bourn et al. (2020)
confirm that in elderly patients, preservation of residual hearing
is feasible despite concerns about cochlear fragility. Cochlear
fragility can be caused by osteoporosis and increased fracture risk
(Singh et al., 2018). To date, to our knowledge, there has been
only one study examining the extent of hearing preservation with
various thin flexible lateral-wall electrodes and the outcome in

speech comprehension 12 months after CI in 89 elderly patients
over 65 years (Matin et al., 2021). These results demonstrate
as well that hearing preservation in elderly patients with CI is
feasible 12 months after activation with shorter electrode arrays—
despite concerns about increased susceptibility to trauma in
these patients. Compared to other studies, the loss of residual
hearing was slightly greater in elderly patients, but after a period
of 12 months, this difference was no longer observed (Suhling
et al., 2016). The authors suspect age-degenerative processes as
the cause of the greater hearing loss in the low frequencies
(Matin et al., 2021). Speech comprehension also in the elderly is
better in patients with deeper insertion angles and wider cochlear
coverage. The results with only the longer electrode (FLEX 28)
and electric stimulation show significantly better results than
speech comprehension with only the shorter electrode (FLEX
20) and electric stimulation (Matin et al., 2021). The hearing
thresholds for the EAS indication differ by up to 20 dB between
125 and 500 Hz compared to younger adults. It is calculated that
the preoperative limit for EAS provision in elderly patients is
42.5 dB at 250 Hz and 52.5 dB at 500 Hz to achieve sufficient
benefit. Therefore, the preoperative score for monosyllables
(unaided) should not fall below 32.5% (Matin et al., 2021).

OUTCOME AND COMORBIDITIES IN
THE ELDERLY

Numerous previous studies have investigated the hearing
outcome of elderly with CI without residual hearing (Labadie
et al., 2000; Pasanisi et al., 2003; Chatelin et al., 2004; Sterkers
et al., 2004; Lenarz et al., 2012, refer to the summary by Clark
et al., 2012). However, these are often studies with small cohorts
like the study by Friedland et al. (2010) where conclusions about
the influence of age or methodological other differences were
compromised. To date, we are aware of only two studies that have
specifically examined comorbidities in the elderly. Wilkerson
et al. (2017) described a tendency for more comorbidities in
elders (>70 years, n = 50) with CI compared to younger patients
(<69 years, n = 51). They listed comorbidities by frequency:
hypertension, coronary artery disease, diabetes mellitus type 2,
atrial fibrillation, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, aortic
valve stenosis, pulmonary fibrosis, and aortic and cerebral
aneurysm each. A correlation of speech comprehension has not
been described by the authors, but to the complication rate, which
does not differ significantly between younger and older patients
even with comorbidities.

Giourgas et al. (2021) examined the effect of CI in 446 elderly
patients at the age of 61 to 89 years during the time of unilateral
CI (Group 1) with respect to their speech comprehension and
compared the data with a randomized group of 110 adults at
the age of 17–42 years (Group 2). There was no significant
difference between Groups 1 and 2 related to their duration
of hearing loss and score for comprehension of monosyllables
preoperatively (Group 1: mean 6.6 ± 12.3%; Group 2: mean
5.0 ± 10.6%). Twelve months postoperatively, there was a
statistically significant improvement in the monosyllable score
(FMT) (Wilcoxon test z = −16.41, p < 0.001) with a large
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effect size (r = 0.59) of Group 1. The data show that higher
age is associated with lower speech comprehension scores.
In contrast, there is minimal to no correlation between age
and speech perception scores in Group 2 after 1 year of CI
experience. The statistical test yielded a difference in the speech
comprehension across Groups 1 and 2 for the FMT (p = 0.001)
but surprisingly, no significant difference for sentences in the
noise test (p = 0.222). Comorbidities were documented in
more than one-third of the patients in Group 1 (37.9%).
Multimorbidities have also been documented in several patients
(e.g., heart failure and impaired motor skills). The comorbidities
were categorized, with cognitive and/or neurological diagnoses
forming a separate category. Speech comprehension is most
influenced by neurological comorbidities (e.g., condition after
apoplectic insult), followed by multimorbidity.

COGNITIVE DECLINE IN THE ELDERLY

In recent years, several prospective studies addressed the effects
of CI fitting on cognitive function in elderly persons with hearing
impairment (e.g., Mosnier et al., 2015; Castiglione et al., 2016;
Cosetti et al., 2016; Ambert-Dahan et al., 2017; Jayakody et al.,
2017; Sonnet et al., 2017; Claes et al., 2018; Völter et al., 2018;
Sarant et al., 2019). The main findings in this regard are listed
in the study of Huber et al. (2021). Almost all studies, with the
exception of the study by Sonnet et al. (2017), report cognitive
improvements after CI fitting. This particularly concerns global
cognition (Castiglione et al., 2016; Claes et al., 2018), verbal
episodic memory (Cosetti et al., 2016; Claes et al., 2018; Völter
et al., 2018), and various areas of executive function (Claes et al.,
2018; Völter et al., 2018).

Huber et al. (2021) have studied the central question of
whether cognitive changes following CI fitting are large enough to
completely reverse cognitive decline due to hearing impairment,
back to the levels comparable to normal-hearing participants.
To do this, they compared data from participants in an age-
matched normal-hearing control group of over 12 months
in addition to the patient group with hearing loss. Patients
in the normal-hearing control group showed no significant
improvement in cognitive performance on any task. The
exception was the results in the Stroop test. This tests the
ability to suppress unnecessary information and concentrate on
essentials. This ability is necessary in communication situations
with several people or in noisy environments. The hearing-
impaired elderly improved their cognitive performance more
than the control group in global cognition measured by the
Clock Drawing Test (CDT). The CDT is a test procedure
that tests different cognitive abilities together. This mixture
refers to semantic memory, fine motor control and planning,
visuospatial organization, executive skill planning, control, and
coordination of task elements (Eknoyan et al., 2012). The
improvement in global cognition was significantly associated
with speech comprehension 3 months post-CI, but not with
speech comprehension after 12 months. Also, Mosnier et al.
(2015) have described significant improvement in CDT values
after CI treatment with previously unremarkable cognitive

conditions. In the presence of preoperatively conspicuous
cognitive findings, no significant improvements have been
described after CI treatment. A variety of factors could be
considered responsible for a possible cognitive improvement
after CI. It has also been known for a long time that patients
with hearing impairments suffer from psychological and social
problems, e.g., low self-esteem, social activities, and social
interaction (Hétu and Getty, 1991). Increased social contact and
interaction may be possible through CI and may be a possible
reason for the improvement in cognitive abilities. The results
after CI treatment in the elderly seem also to depend on their
mental health (Knopke et al., 2019). In this study, it is shown
that the values of anxiety and depressive symptoms in elderly
people between 70 and 88 years correlate with the hearing-related
quality of life 1 year after CI. CI use could also contribute to
working against the psychological and social deficits of these
elderly people. Huber et al. (2021) also describe that the group
with hearing loss shows significantly more depressive problems
but not more anxiety than their normal hearing peers in the
control group. Population studies (Gopinath et al., 2009; Li et al.,
2014; Hsu et al., 2016) show that hearing loss in adulthood
increases the likelihood of developing depressive problems and
disorders. Rutherford et al. (2018) describe potential associations
among hearing impairment in the elderly, secondary depressive
problems, and cognitive change as follows: hearing loss has
negative consequences for neuroplasticity. The chronic overuse
of compensatory measures impairs functions of the prefrontal
cortex. At the behavioral level, there are impairments in executive
functions. In addition, impairments in the prefrontal cortex and
the limbic system affect emotional responsiveness, control and
regulation of emotions, and processing of emotions, leading to
depressive problems. Social isolation and loneliness caused by
hearing loss additionally lead to depressive moods. Depressive
problems lead to cognitive impairment. Also, physical inactivity,
increased frailty, stress, tinnitus, and balance disturbance can lead
to depressive problems and cognitive decline. Single studies show
a decrease in depressive problems after CI in the elderly (Olze
et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2016; Claes et al., 2018). Further studies
are necessary to research the context of depressive problems,
behavior, loneliness, hearing loss, and cognitive decline.

DISCUSSION

The success of cochlear implantation is determined by various
influencing factors. In the context of this article, the presence of
residual hearing and the presence of comorbidities with a special
case of cognitive decline are described as influencing obvious
clinical factors for elderly patients with hearing impairment with
CI to derive strategies for individual decision-making process,
hearing rehabilitation, and reintegration into social life. These
strategies are necessary for the common decision-making process
for CI in the elderly. In elderly with hearing aids, it is known that
patients who participate intensively in diagnostic, therapeutic,
and counseling appointments are more satisfied with the sound
quality and performance of their hearing aids (Convery et al.,
2019). The elderly with presbyacusis commonly present a slowly
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progressive hearing loss, which is treated by the practicing
otolaryngologist and acoustician starting with a hearing aid.
It is then important to find out the point when conventional
hearing aid provision is no longer sufficient for the patient. On
the one hand, patients’ satisfaction must be taken into account;
on the other hand, the data of speech comprehension and the
technical limitations of the hearing aids are to be considered.
A network of patient associations, hearing aid acousticians,
practicing otolaryngologists, and CI clinics are required for CI
care so that the topic of hearing disorders and their care becomes
a social focus. In addition, the role of the social environment,
such as family and friends, should not be underestimated and
must become an object of research. When advising the elderly
in particular, the high expectations that go beyond hearing must
be taken into account, even if they may not be mentioned (Illg
et al., 2021). The areas of cognitive abilities, depression, quality
of life, social isolation, or self-management should be considered
and addressed from the start. Further studies are needed to clarify
more intensively how comprehensive care for elderly patients can
be provided with short distances between home and hearing care
with the objective of optimal hearing success.

Strategies for Dealing With Residual
Hearing in Elderly Patients With Hearing
Impairment—Pros and Cons of Electric
Acoustic Stimulation
Up to a moderate hearing loss, a hearing aid fitting provides
sufficient amplification of acoustic signals and satisfaction in
speech comprehension, which are affected by age, type of hearing
impairment, time of daily hearing aid usage, and the threshold
of hearing and education (Korkmaz et al., 2016). Regular daily
wearing of hearing aids increases satisfaction using the devices.
However, a higher hearing loss in the elderly will most likely
go along with a deeper dissatisfaction regarding the benefit of
hearing aids. Therefore, the question arises as to the ideal time
for a CI prescription and how to deal with existing low-frequency
residual hearing.

In the case of high-frequency hearing loss, a decreasing
benefit of purely acoustic amplification can generally be expected
(von Ilberg et al., 2011). Above the limit of 60–80 dB, speech
comprehension cannot be further improved by conventional
hearing aids. Elderly who suffer from severe sensorineural
hearing loss and still have low-pitched residual hearing belong
to the group of hearing aid patients who are no longer satisfied
with the amplification. The mental transition to CI should
always be considered when the patient is no longer satisfied due
to poor speech comprehension. Additionally, fears of surgery
and electric listening also play a role here and must be taken
seriously (Illg et al., 2021). In adults with postlingual deafness,
central auditory deprivation has been shown to increase with the
duration of deafness in the high frequencies (Sun et al., 2021).
In elderly patients with hearing impairment, high-frequency
deafness usually begins in adulthood and probably leads to
auditory deprivation in the temporal cortex and thalamus. This
auditory deprivation affects the postoperative learning process
after CI, also in partial hearing loss in high frequencies, which was

confirmed by Lenarz et al. (2009). In their study of elderly with
amplifiable low-frequency residual hearing but high-frequency
deafness, CI users with a shorter duration of high-frequency
deafness showed a greater benefit than those with a longer
duration of hearing loss. For this reason, timely CI must be
considered and discussed with the elderly. The fundamental
question here is whether residual hearing can be preserved and
used for acoustic amplification even in elderly patients, and how
long the residual hearing will be utilizable via EAS.

Matin et al. (2021) recommend a very careful selection of
EAS use in the elderly. It is necessary to pay particular attention
to the preoperative frequencies 250 and 500 Hz. Particularly in
the elderly, the case-by-case decision is important, in which the
insertion depth must be carefully considered, since the residual
hearing deteriorates to a greater extent as a result of the operation
than in younger adults and may no longer be usable for acoustic
amplification. Skarzynski et al. (2007) point out that the course
of progressive hearing loss must be considered individually
and should be observed over a period of at least 1 year. If
the preoperative residual hearing meets the lower limit of the
EAS criteria, long electrodes are the method of choice. When
using a long electrode for electric stimulation only, less channel
interaction improves spectral resolution, which consequently
results in better speech comprehension in noise independent of
age (Berenstein et al., 2008; Büchner et al., 2017). However, better
perception of music is achieved using EAS (Arnoldner et al., 2010;
Brockmeier et al., 2010).

The concept of partial surgical insertion (Lenarz et al., 2019)
allows gentle revisions of the electrode placement in case the
residual hearing is not preserved during surgery, although there
may be a higher risk of complications from anesthesia with
multiple revisions (Covert and Fox, 1989; Urwin et al., 2000;
Parker et al., 2004). Surgery can be performed under local
anesthesia, which avoids the risks and has additional advantages
with respect to hearing preservation (Dietz and Lenarz, 2021). In
the near future, robot-assisted surgery will facilitate the surgical
procedure significantly with shorter duration, surgery under local
anesthesia, and on an outpatient basis. Patients can directly react
to the changes in their residual hearing as a guidance for electric
insertion depth to secure residual hearing. Immediate direct
fitting will restore basic communication ability on the day of
implantation. The new hearing becomes a routine procedure like
cataract surgery.

Strategies for Dealing With
Comorbidities and Cognitive Decline in
Elderly Patients With Hearing Impairment
The steady increase in auditory skills during the 1st year of
CI use is evident in all elderly patients. However, if the elderly
suffer from comorbidities, an influence on postoperative speech
comprehension can be suspected, especially if multimorbidities
or neurological comorbidities are present. Comorbidities without
cognitive or neurological involvement (e.g., heart insufficiency
and limited motor skills) also lead to less speech comprehension
postoperatively. The more comorbidities an elderly person has,
the less the postoperative speech comprehension develops with
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CI (Giourgas et al., 2021). Knowledge of the individual presence
of comorbidities and their treatment, such as medication, as
well as knowledge of the influence on postoperative speech
understanding is essential in clinical preoperative counseling
for a CI. Further studies in elderly patients with CI have
to clarify the learning curve in elderly with comorbidities.
The speech comprehension test results subjectively indicate
that the increase in auditory abilities in the elderly is slower
than in the patients at younger ages (Herzog et al., 2003;
Lenarz et al., 2012). Otherwise, it is also known that speech
comprehension of hearing-impaired patients with CIs shows
much less age dependence than that of hearing aid-supplied
patients. It is thought that age dependence in hearing aid
users is based on the deteriorating hearing threshold (Steffens
et al., 2013), which does not change in CI users. Thus,
progressive deterioration of speech comprehension in quiet,
with intact technology, must be attributed to the presence of
comorbidities, alteration of cognitive abilities, or degeneration
of the auditory nerve. For example, in the elderly, the speed of
internal repetition of sound patterns decreases and a slowing
of processing within the central executive arises (Grube, 1999).
Latest technical possibilities always influence improvements in
speech comprehension (Büchner and Gärtner, 2017) but are not
able to balance postoperative speech comprehension results in
elderly with comorbidities or cognitive decline.

Cognitive decline is a special case of comorbidity and
represents the greatest obstacle to the development of adequate
speech comprehension. Cognitive decline manifests itself
insidiously and presents a wide variation. Although the patients
were not aware of any cognitive impairment, screening results in
the routine study of the elderly (Illg et al., 2018) are nevertheless
striking in about 35% of the patients. This demonstrates the
insidious process that could not be revealed without specific
testing in the anamnestic interview alone. Mosnier et al. (2015)
also report patients with abnormal cognitive findings in one to
three tests of their test battery preoperatively. This leads us to the
recommendation to implement cognitive screening in all elderly
patients (≥60 years) with hearing impairment preoperatively.
Nevertheless, in different age groups, an improvement in the
cognitive screening results is already detectable after 3 months of
using CI: in the younger elderly age group (65–76 years) earlier
than in the older group (>76 years) (Illg et al., 2018). After
12 months, however, the cognitive abilities are not identical to
those of normal-hearing peers (Huber et al., 2021).

The “2020 Lancet Commission on dementia prevention,
intervention, and care” developed a risk reduction model. In
this model, hearing impairment is the main contributor to
the development of dementia. It represents 20.5% (8.2 points)
of the modifiable factors (Livingston et al., 2020). Sensory
deprivation is thought to be an intermediary pathway between
hearing loss and cognitive impairment, but the causes have not
yet been definitively established (Georgiou, 2020). Strategically,
however, the reduction of risk factors is recommended and
supported by this commission, as if the causal connection was
implied. For example, the use of hearing aids is recommended
to halt or slow down hearing loss and prevent or reverse
cognitive decline. Caregivers should give importance to a

coordinated approach of the different factors. The report lists
four additional risk factors that are strongly associated with
hearing loss and may be mediated by sensory deprivation:
low social contact, depression, traumatic brain injury, and
physical inactivity (Georgiou, 2020). It is therefore important
to use differential diagnostic test procedures as early as the
decision-making phase for a CI, e.g., the Clock Drawing Tests
(CDT), Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE), or Montreal
Cognitive-Assessment (MoCa). These risk factors should also be
the focus of further research in elderly patients with profound
hearing loss to gain further insights into the development of
cognitive decline. In the work with elderly patients with hearing
impairment, knowledge about their comorbidities and their
risk factors are as important as early CI fitting with optimal
individualized technology. Subsequently, combined therapeutic
interventions for elderly patients with CI, as well as training
auditory and cognitive processes are needed for preventing or
stopping dementia.

CONCLUSION

The qualified selection of a CI for elderly patients with hearing
impairment provides the basis for high-standard CI care and
requires special knowledge and handling of this group of
persons. A timely CI fitting should be taken into account
whenever conventional hearing aids do not show the benefit they
should. This requires intensive cooperation between hearing aid
acousticians and CI specialists in the clinics. Patient groups can
also be an important link in parallel and should offer additional
advice and share their personal experiences. Furthermore, the
diagnosis and handling of residual hearing and comorbidities,
especially cognitive decline in the elderly, is necessary to make
realistic predictions about speech comprehension with CI. Long-
term aftercare and its different possibilities should be discussed
already preoperatively, so that the elderly person with hearing
impairment, together with his or her relatives, feels that he or
she is in good hands. Elderly patients with hearing impairment
benefit most in speech comprehension from a CI when large
cochlear coverage (electrical or acoustic electrical) is provided
and therapy is not hindered by comorbidities, especially cognitive
decline. Further research needs to address borderline outcomes in
the elderly with CI to identify additional predictors of success and
learning curves in the elderly with and without cognitive decline.
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